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DORMA HEADER & GLAZING SYSTEMS

DORMA RP HEADERS
—

Beautifully concealed overhead door closers

a seamless transition to the
sidelite glazing. The Dri-Fit
gasket is used for quick and
easy installation. Profiles are
available for glass thicknesses
of 3/8" (10 mm), 1/2" (12 mm),
5/8" (15 mm), and 3/4" (19
mm) tempered glass.

DORMA RP Header tubes are
made to house the RTS over
head concealed closers and a
variety of other pivot options.
The popularity of concealed
overhead closers has led
DORMA to furnish fully fabri
cated headers for every door
and sidelite configuration.

Headers are available in two
profiles:
• 1-3/4" × 4-1/8"
(44 mm × 105 mm)
• 1-3/4" × 4-1/2"
(44 mm × 114 mm)

The design of the DORMA RP
Header system allows for a
glazing pocket to be snapped
into the header tube to permit

DORMA DRI-FIT SYSTEM
—
™

Dri-Fit side rails are available
to match all DRS mechanical
profile heights and offer
saddle sizes from 1/8" to 3/4"
(3 mm to 19 mm) tall.
DORMA also offers the Dri-Fit
U-Channel—a low profile
u-channel ideal for glazing
with minimal hardware. It can
even be recessed in the ceil
ing and floor to completely
eliminate visible hardware.
Five stock finishes are
available. Non-stock finishes
are available upon request
with additional lead time.
Extrusions come in stock
lengths up to 144" (3658
mm) and 120" (3048 mm)
for Brass & Bronze finishes.

The DORMA Floating Header
allows all-glass entrances with
transoms to be installed with
overhead closers. The floating
header connects to the

adjoining sidelite glass—
providing a platform for
installing overhead closers,
magnetic locks, door stops,
or walking beam pivots.

• Available in standard archi
tectural metal finishes for
single and double door
applications, in widths of
4-1/8" or 4-1/2"
(105 mm or 114 mm).

• Applications:
Office
Retail
Conference Rooms
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DORMA Dri-Fit™ simplifies
glazing installation. The
Dri-Fit gasket is used in side
lite rails, header tube glazing
pockets, and u-channels.

DORMA FLOATING HEADER
—

